Preliminary Program, Status: June 29, 2017

Please NOTE:
Final papers will be scheduled for presentation only after the registration fee has been paid in full. If full payment has not been received by 30 June 2017, the paper will NOT be scheduled for presentation and it will not be included in the Conference Proceedings.
Each paper needs one registration, each participant may present only one paper. This preliminary program contains all those presentations for which a registration has been received by the ICOSSAR Secretariat as of June 29, 2017, 15:00 UTC. This totals to 358 paid contributions. We have received, however, more than 400 final manuscripts. So several additions to the program may still be anticipated.
Location - TU Wien
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Program Overview

Sunday, 6 August 2017
15:00–18:00 Registration (Kuppelsaal)
18:00–20:00 Ice Breaker Reception (Kuppelsaal)

Monday, 7 August 2017
08:00–16:00 Registration (Freihaus)
08:30–09:00 Opening Ceremony (Audimax)
09:00–09:50 Freudenthal Lecture - Ton Vrouwenvelder (Audimax)
10:00–10:30 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
10:30–12:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
12:30–13:30 Lunch Break (Freihaus)
13:30–15:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
15:30–16:00 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
16:00–18:00 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)

Tuesday, 8 August 2017
08:30–16:00 Registration (Freihaus)
09:00–09:50 Keynote Lecture - Ray Daddazio (Audimax)
10:00–10:30 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
10:30–12:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
12:30–13:30 Lunch Break (Freihaus)
13:30–15:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
15:30–16:00 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
16:00–18:00 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)

Wednesday, 9 August 2017
08:30–16:00 Registration (Freihaus)
09:00–09:50 Keynote Lecture - Paolo Gardoni (Audimax)
10:00–10:30 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
10:30–12:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
12:30–13:30 Lunch Break (Freihaus)
13:30–15:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
15:30–16:00 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
16:00–18:00 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
20:00–22:00 Conference Banquet (City Hall)

Thursday, 10 August 2017
08:30–12:30 Registration (Freihaus)
09:00–09:50 Keynote Lecture - Mahesh Pandey (Freihaus)
10:00–10:30 Coffee Break (Freihaus)
10:30–12:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
12:30–13:30 Lunch Break (Freihaus)
13:30–15:30 Parallel Sessions (Freihaus)
15:30–16:00 Closing Ceremony (Freihaus)
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MS02 - Imprecise probability methods in civil engineering
Monday, 7 August 2017

Set-valued stochastic processes applied to passive damping mechanisms (7383)
Schmelzer B.

Probabilistic calibration of material models from limited data and its influence on structural response (7282)
Bangalore Satish A., Zhang J., Woelke P., Shields M.

Interval finite elements with spatially varying uncertainties (7693)
Barrera O., Romeo E., Sofi A.

Efficient Computation of Upper Probabilities of Failure (7393)
Fetz T.

A Fuzzy Logic Approach to Stochastic 1D Site Response Analysis accounting for Soil Uncertainties (7862)
Tombari A., Stefanini L.

PCE-based imprecise Sobol’ indices (7238)
Schöbi R., Sudret B.

A nested collocation algorithm for mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties using a probability-box approach (7407)
Dannert M.M., Fau A., Broggi M., Nackenhorst U., Beer M.

A two-level FORM approach for estimating reliability intervals under p-box input definition (7155)
Hurtado J.E., Alvarez D., Ramírez J.

Reliability Analysis on Complex Systems with Common Cause Failures (7419)
Feng G., Patelli E., Beer M., Coolen F.P.

Narrower bounds on the failure probability than those estimated by random set theory (7130)
Alvarez D., Hurtado J.E., Ramírez J.

History Matching with Robust Predictive Metamodels (7431)
Sadeghi J., Patelli E.

Estimating Rare-event Probabilities Without Data (7447)
Ferson S.

MS05 - Uncertainty quantification and structural reliability for the offshore environment
Monday, 7 August 2017

Unique US Code Considerations in the Nascent Offshore Wind Industry (7510)
Foley B., Mechling III H.K.

Metamodeling of Hurricane-induced Conditions for Offshore Multi-Hazard Assessment (7684)
Qiao C., Myers A., Hajjar J., Arwade S., Pang W.

Reliability-Based Design of Suction Anchor Foundation for Floating Platforms (7371)
Nadim F., Shin Y., Liu Z., Zhang Y., de Vries M.H., Engelsen H.

Selection of Probability Distributions to Represent Simulated Hurricane Wind Data and its Applications (7645)
Rawal P., Pang W.

Spatial Wave Correlation in Multiline Anchor Systems for Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (7612)

Ultimate Limit State Fragility of Offshore Wind Turbines on Monopile Foundations (7463)
Wilkie D., Galasso C.

OS01 - Surrogate models for uncertainty quantification, reliability and sensitivity analysis
Monday, 7 August 2017

Inflow Uncertainty Propagation and Quantification in CFD-based Aerodynamic Shape Optimization of Civil Structures (8232)
Ding F., Kareem A., Spence S.M.

Anisotropic-kernel-based support vector regression for reliability assessment (7372)
Bourinet J.

A Surrogate Concept of Multiple Deterministic Analyses of Non-linear Structures Excited by Dynamic Loadings (7556)
Azizsoltani H., Haldar A.
An Adaptive Kriging Method for Solving Time-Variant Reliability-Based Design Optimization (8128)
Hawchar L., El Soueidy C., Schoefs F.

Multi-objective Optimization under Uncertainty Utilizing Kriging Modeling in Augmented Input Space (7536)
Zhang J., Taflanidis A.

Advances in Surrogate Modeling for Hurricane Risk Assessment: Storm Selection and Climate Change Impact (8162)
Taflanidis A., Zhang J., Nadal-Caraballo N., Melby J.

A Generalized Wiener-Hermite Polynomial Expansion for Multivariate Gaussian Probability Measures (7594)
Rahman S.

Surrogate Models for Highway Bridge Networks and the Impact of their Uncertainty on Seismic Risk Estimates (7519)
Rokneddin K., Ghosh J., Dueñas-Osorio L., Padgett J.E.

An adaptive method for solving stochastic equations based on interpolants over Voronoi cells (7326)
Uy W.I., Grigoriu M.

Adaptive designs and sparse polynomial chaos expansions for structural reliability analysis (7303)
Marelli S., Sudret B.

Kriging-assisted Risk Optimization with Ranked Weighted Average Simulation (7059)
Kroetz H., Tessari R., Beck A.

OS03 - Reliability-based assessment/evaluation and decision-making procedures for the through-life management of existing concrete structures
Monday, 7 August 2017

A Comparison of Sensitivity Analyses of Prestressed Composite Bridge (7874)
Lehký D., Novák D., Šomodíková M., Pan L., Cao M.

Towards Effective General Probabilistic Model Representation (GPM) for Shear Resistance (7400)
Olalusi O., Viljoen C.

Probabilistic based, collected and analysed, practical and research based performance indicators (7679)
Matos J., Casas J.R., Fernandes S., Strauss A.

A new probability method of existing concretes’ durability assessment (7014)
Jitao Y., Hui G., Ren X.

TS01 - Systems/Infrastructure
Monday, 7 August 2017

Risk-Based Bridge Ranking Considering Transportation Network Performance (7994)
Yang D., Frangopol D.M.

Evaluation of Road Surface Irregularity using Accelerations Recorded by Car Navigation Systems (8026)
Maruyama Y., Nagata S.

Reliability Assessment of Interdependent Lifeline Systems (RAILS) and Systemic Importance Measures Using a Non-Simulation Method (7310)
Paredes R., Dueñas-Osorio L.

Chasing Ghosts: the Nature of Terrorism Threats and Risks to Infrastructure (7287)
Stewart M., Mueller J.

Robust Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Prediction Through Bayesian Model Class Selection (6916)
De Risi R., Goda K.

TS03 - Geotechnical Problems
Monday, 7 August 2017

Reliability analysis of earth dams sliding mechanism by stochastic finite element method based on construction data (8027)
Mouyeaux A., Carvajal C., Bressolette P., Bacconnet C., Peyras L., Breul P.

Analysis of longitudinal behaviour of sheet pile walls integrating spatial variability of the soil (7681)
Mokeddem A., Elachachi S.M., Yáñez-Godo H.
TS04 - Random Fields
Monday, 7 August 2017

Reliability analysis of size effect on flexural members with stochastic finite element method (7981)
Li Z., Pasternak H.

Random Fields in Bayesian Inference: Effects of the Random Field Discretization (7229)
Uribe F., Papaioannou I., Betz W., Ullmann E., Straub D.

A new Karhunen-Loève expansion for high-dimensional random fields simulation (8223)
Zheng Z., Dai H.

Prediction of the Buckling Strength of CFS Members with Local Geometric Imperfection using Stochastic Kriging (8118)
Ahmed H.S., Sen S., Ghosh S.

Comparison of particle placement schemes for discrete element models (7724)
Wendner R., Podroužek J., Vorel J.

Reliability of the diagrid vs. trussed shells by the Stochastic iterative perturbation-based Finite Element Method (8159)
Pokusinski B., Kamiński M.

TS07 - Surrogate Models
Monday, 7 August 2017

A Non-Intrusive Surrogate-Based Modelling Framework for Non-Linear and Uncertain Wind Excited Dynamical Systems (8229)
Chuang W., Spence S.M.

Reliability analysis of non-linear and multimodal limit state functions using adaptive Kriging (7315)
Bogoclu C., Roos D.

Seismic Global Reliability and Sensitivity Analysis of Structures Using PCE-Based Stochastic Response Surfaces (7960)
Song Y., Lu D.

Comparison of an Machine Learning Method, Least Square Support Vector Machines and Kriging Surrogates in Probability-based Damage Detection of Structures (7972)
Ghiasi R., Noori M.

TS10 - Codes and Code Development
Monday, 7 August 2017

Study of the Influence of Admixtures on Creep of Concrete in the Eurocode 2 Using the Approximate Bayesian Computation Method (8725)
Zghieb E., Raphael W., Salameh N., Matar P., Chateauneuf A.

Target Reliability Levels Based on Societal, Economic and Environmental Consequences of Structural Failure (7712)
Diamantidis D., Holicky M., Sykora M.

Approaches for an optimisation of partial safety factors for historic timber structures (7840)
Loebjinski M., Rug W., Pasternak H.

Target Reliability of Steel Silos (7853)
Brehm E., Maes M.

Reliability-based optimization of quantiles for diagnoses of hydropower penstock pipes (7708)
Ardillon E., Bryla P., Dumas A.

The Distribution of Maximum Loads Generated by Renewal Processes (7926)
Manzana D., van der Weide J., Pandey M.
Practical Method for Load and Resistance Factors Using Shifted Lognormal Approximation (7411)
Mori Y., Tajiri H., Mizutani Y.

A framework for estimating the implicit safety level of existing design codes (8083)
Baravalle M., Köhler J.

Kouta T., Sakai Y., Fujita M.

International practice and standardization of the basis of structural design (7919)
Retief J., Holicky M., Viljoen C.

**TS11 - Life-Cycle Cost**

Monday, 7 August 2017

Investments in structural safety: the compatibility between the economic and societal optimum solutions (7889)
Van Coile R., Pandey M.

Communicating Community Infrastructure Risks (7846)
Corotis R.B.

Life-cycle seismic loss assessment for RC frame structures in Bucharest, Romania (7521)
Pavel F., Vacareanu R., Coliba V., Calotescu I.

Probabilistic Cost Models and Computational Framework for Life-cycle Design of Buildings (8160)
Haukaas T., Gill G., Gavrilovic S.

Influence of Ground Motion Duration on Seismic Life Cycle Cost Assessment of Structures (8242)
Raghunandan M., Ghosh J.

Reliability Analysis of Retaining Wall using Imprecise Probability (8245)
Kumar A., Roy P.

**TS19 - Bridges**

Monday, 7 August 2017

Random Deterioration Model for Bridge Integrity and Its Application to Optimal Maintenance Scheduling (8045)
Kanekiyo H., Maruyama O., Sutoh A., Satoh T., Dan H.

Finite Element Reliability Analysis for Deriving Flood Fragility Curves of Deteriorated Bridges Considering Scour (8087)
Lee J., Lee Y.J., Kim H., Sim S.

Simplified MC Based Fragility Analysis Method for RC Piers (8102)
Minesawa G.V., Urano K., Nishimura T., Yoshida I.

Vulnerability Assessment of Smart Bridge Piers Due to Vehicle Collision (8180)
Kim Y., Bai J.

Probabilistic load-bearing capacity analysis of the slab bridge made of prestressed concrete girders (8239)
Doležel J., Novák D.

Live Load Spectra for Bridges in Alabama (8677)
Iatsko O., Nowak A.S.

Sensitivity Analysis of Cable Location in Long-Span Cable-Stayed Bridge under Cable-Rupture Scenario (7781)
Z. Liu, Q. Huang, Y. Ren, X.D. Song

**TS20 - Special Structures**

Monday, 7 August 2017

The help of metamodels for wind turbine certification (7523)
Huchet Q., Mattrand C., Beaurepaire P., Gayton N., Relun N.

Extreme response prediction of an offshore drilling riser system using a new method (7891)
Zhang X., Low Y.M., Koh C.G.

Probabilistic design and estimation of life of wind turbine components (7980)
Sørensen J.D., Beržonskis A.
Experimental Study on Wave force Variation to Sea Levels of Large Circular Marine Structures (8347)
Jeong Y., Park M.

Structure Safety Analysis and Reliability Allocation of Mechanical System (8399)
Qian Y., Jiang C., Yang Z.

Impact of modeling uncertainties on input probability distribution tails to rare event probability estimation, application to aerospace vehicle reliability assessment (8403)
Brevault L., Balesdent M., Morio J.

Reliability-based sensitivity analysis of aerospace systems under distribution parameter uncertainty using an augmented approach (8411)
Chabridon V., Balesdent M., Bourinet J., Morio J., Gayton N.

**TS21 - Computational Procedures**

**Monday, 7 August 2017**

High-dimensional reliability analysis with asymptotic sampling using regression surface (5692)
Gasser C., Bucher C.

Vibration Analysis of Hollow Circular Laminated Composite Beams - A Stochastic Approach (7705)
Naskar S., Sriramula S.

Influence of Soil Parameter Uncertainties on Dynamic Parameters of Bridge Pylon (8287)
Rosko P., Králik J.

Improvement of a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme (FPRAS) for infrastructure system reliability assessment (7675)
Fu B., Dueñas-Osorio L.

Towards the Application of Stochastic Methods in Daily Energy Efficient Building Design (9453)
Grille T., Pruvost H., Scherer R.

On Improved Estimation of the Location Parameter of the Lognormal Distribution for More Accurate Modeling (8376)
Habibullah S.N.

Multi-block partial least squares-polynomial chaos expansion for uncertainty quantification (7656)
Bu L., Zhao W.

Is there any Strength in Numbers? On the Philosophy of FORM/SORM and Subset Sampling (8140)
Breitung K.

Two-D Poisson Process as a Peaks-Over-Threshold Model for Estimating Non-Gaussian Time Series Peaks (8447)
Duthinh D., Pintar A., Simiu E.

A Time-Variant Reliability Analysis Method using Efficient Global Optimization and Polynomial Chaos Expansion (8124)
El Soueidy C., Hawchar L., Schoefs F.

An Unbiased Kriging Method for Structural Reliability Analysis (8112)
Wang W., Xue G.

Structural Risk Analysis based on Robustness and Fragility Indices (7144)
André J., Beale R., Baptista A.M.

**TS02 - Seismic Analysis**

**Monday, 7 August 2017 and Tuesday, 8 August 2017**

Uncertainty and Sensitivity of Loss Results in US Earthquake (USEQ™) Catastrophe Model (8255)
Uriz P., Seyhan E., Shome N., Rahnama M.

Hazard Compatible Stochastic Ground Motion Modelling (7845)
Tsioulou A., Taflanidis A., Galasso C.

A spectral-based stochastic ground motion model with a non-parametric time-modulating function (8148)
Broccardo M., Dabaghi M.

Fragility Assessment of Liquid Storage Tanks under Seismic Loads by Integration of Two Software Packages (8004)
Lee S., Lee Y.J., Tak H.

Extraction of Building Damage due to 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake from PALSAR-2 Data (8040)
Yamazaki F., Liu W., Moya L.
Application of the Random Forests Machine Learning in Assessing the Post-Earthquake Structural Safety of Damaged Buildings (8043)
Zhang Y., Burton H., Sun H., Shokrabadi M.

Model parameter uncertainties and correlations: quantification and assessment of impacts on seismic collapse risk (7102)
Baker J., Gokkaya B., Deierlein G.

Energy-based Seismic Collapse Fragilities by Clustering-based Adaptive Sampling of Ground Motions (8260)
Kim T., Song J., Deniz D.

Seismic Fragility Function for Ceilings: A Formulation Using Upper Floor Response Acceleration (8138)
Kohiyama M.

Effect of ground motion correlation on regional seismic loss estimation: application to Lima, Peru using a cross-correlated principal component analysis model (8125)
Markhvida M., Ceferino L., Baker J.

Itoi T., Takada T.

Robust and Bayesian Parameter Estimation in Time Dependent Seismic Hazard Analysis (8052)
Akkaya A.D., Yucemen M.S., Altay U.

Stochastic seismic analysis of nonlinear structures using Gaussian mixture based equivalent linearization method (GM-ELM) (8261)
Song J., Wang Z., Li Z., Ma H.

Improved Reliability of Seismic Structures with Magnetorheological Dampers (7951)
Peng Y., Zhang Z., Yang J.

Resilient Isolated Bridges against Extreme Ground Motions and Deterioration of Isolators (7950)
Matsuzaki H., Tsumura T.

Stochastic Characterization of Post-Earthquake, Community-Scale Recovery (7873)
Kang H., Burton H.

Seismic vulnerability assessment of base-isolated liquid fuels tanks (8236)
Tsipianitis A., Tsompanakis Y.

Probabilistic Seismic Assessment of Dry Storage Casks Based on Top Facet Displacement (8085)
Ebad Sichani M., Padgett J.E.

Analytically Derived Fragility Curves and Damage Assessment of Masonry Buildings (7475)
Remki M., Kehila F.

Uncertainty Evaluation of Seismic Response of a Nuclear Facility Using Simulated Input Ground Motions (9533)
Choi B., Nishida A., Muramatsu K., Takada T.

Vulnerability Assessment Methodologies of Existing Structures and Further Improvement on the Reliability (8247)
Shehu R.

Contribution of Structural Wall Damage in Seismic Loss of RC Buildings (8109)
Saha S., Bong S., Dhakal R.

Damage and Recovery Model of Thermal Power Plants Based on the 2011 Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami (7906)
Yuyama A., Kajitani Y., Shoji G.

Use of Generalized Linear Models to capture seismic response heteroscedasticity of a four-story steel moment frame building (7731)
Dhulipala S., Flint M.

Variance-based sensitivity analysis considering parameter uncertainties in modelling seismic response of a building structure (7740)
Tran T., Nishio M.

MS03 - Stochastic engineering dynamics: recent advances & future challenges

Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Higher-order methods in stochastic structural dynamics: Are they necessary? (7281)
Shields M., Kim H.
A stochastic model for the effects of seasonal temperature changes on railway bridges (7760)
Adam C., Salcher P., Furtmüller T.

On the Nonlinear Deterministic and Stochastic Dynamics of a Cable - Mass System with Time-Varying Length (7333)
Kaczmarczyk S., Iwankiewicz R.

Approximate determination of survival probability of Preisach hysteretic systems with a fractional derivative element (8001)
Spanos P.D., Di Matteo A., Pirrotta A.

A Polynomial Matrix Theory Approach for Determining the Response of Structural Systems with Singular Coefficient Matrices (7270)
Antoniou E., Pantelous A., Kougioumtzoglou I., Pirrotta A.

Bridge Response Analysis with ARMA Simulated Wind Field (7544)
Møller R.N., Krenk S., Svendsen M.N.

Dynamic Analysis of Steel Frames with Uncertain Semi-Rigid Connections (7548)
Kasinos S., Palmeri A., Maheshwari S., Lombardo M.

Stochastic response determination and effective material properties of a class of one-dimensional mechanics problems (7305)
Kougioumtzoglou I.

Enhancing sparsity in compressive sensing based power spectrum estimation of gappy processes (7439)
Zhang Y., Comerford L., Kougioumtzoglou I., Beer M.

Stochastic responses of nonlinear energy harvesters under random forced excitations (7641)
Chai W., Naess A., Leira B., Cheng Z.

Influence of non-structural components on Tail-equivalent linearization of seismic structures (7435)
Sessa S., Marmo F., Rosati L.

A Stochastic Dynamics Approach for Seismic Response Spectrum-Based Analysis of Hysteretic MDOF Structures (7573)
Mitseas I., Kougioumtzoglou I., Giaralis A., Beer M.

Stochastic Response of Beams with Uncertain Crack Depth (8015)
Muscolino G., Santoro R.

Stochastic analysis of a non-local fractional viscoelastic beam forced by Gaussian white noise (8034)
Alotta G., Di Paola M., Failia G., Pinnola F.P.

A Moore-Penrose frequency domain approach for stochastic response determination of structural systems with singular matrices (7426)
Fragkoulis V., Kougioumtzoglou I., Pantelous A., Pirrotta A.

MS04 - Design of complex systems and structures under uncertain conditions
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Damage detection using multivariate autoregressive coefficients mapped on principal subspace (7605)
Goi Y., Kim C.

Polynomial Chaos-Based Optimisation for a Tensile Membrane Structure under Uncertain Wind Forces (7258)
Dutta S., Ghosh S., Inamdar M.M.

Quantile-based optimization under uncertainties using bootstrap polynomial chaos expansions (7560)
Moustapha M., Sudret B.

Hybrid Method for Accurate and Efficient Solution of RBDO Problems (7141)
Tessari R., Kroetz H., Beck A.

Modelling Uncertainty in Post-disruption Restoration for Enhancing Infrastructure Resilience (7356)
Fang Y., Sansavini G.

Resilience-Based Measures for Importance Ranking of Interdependent Infrastructure Network Components Across Uncertain Disruption Scenarios (7299)
Almoghathawi Y., Barker K., Ramirez-Marquez J.

Evolutionary algorithm for reliable and robust design applied to an aeronautical system (7291)
Tartaruga I., Cooper J., Lowenberg M., Lemmens Y.

Computation of Seismic Fragility Curves Using Artificial Neural Network Metamodels (7525)
Wang Z., Pedroni N., Zentner I., Zio E.
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Computational Framework for Design of Structures with polymorphic uncertain Data (7332)
Graf W., Götz M., Kaliske M.

Numerical Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures under Polymorphic Uncertain Conditions (7685)
Freitag S., Kremer K., Hofmann M., Meschke G.

Application of Generalized Importance Sampling and Re-analysis for Reliability Assessment of Stochastic Finite Element Models (7443)
Valdebenito M., Correa J., Jensen H.

Resilient Design Framework to Blast and Extreme Fire Loading (7430)
Ivanova I., Mueller K., Marjanishvili S.

MS06 - Life-cycle reliability and risk of structural and infrastructure systems
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Large-scale optimization strategies for risk-informed decision support in infrastructure systems: an application to transportation networks exposed to seismic hazards (7311)
Gomez C., Baker J.

Risk and Life Cycle Cost Based Asset Management Framework for Aging Water Supply System (7256)
Tesfamariam S., Sadiq R., Kabir G.

On Decision Support for Sustainability and Resilience of Infrastructure Systems (7387)
Faber M.H., Qin J., Miraglia S.

Management of Fatigue Sensitive Structures under Uncertainty (7313)
Soliman M., Khandel O.

Time-variant Performance Indicators for Deteriorating Structures under Uncertainty (7139)
Biondini F., Frangopol D.M.

Reliability analysis and updating of inspected ship structures subject to spatially variable corrosion (7399)
Kim H., Straub D.

Investigation of mitigation strategies to reduce storm surge impacts associated with oil infrastructures (7143)
Bernier C., Padgett J.E., Elliott J., Bedient P.

Generalized multivariate fragility functions with multiple damage states (7515)
Andriotis C., Papakonstantinou K.

Updating Life-Cycle Reliability of Corroded RC Bridges under Multiple Hazards Based on Inspection Data (7154)
Yanweerasak T., Pansuk W., Akiyama M., Frangopol D.M.

Infrastructure, Communities, and the Evolution of Vulnerability and Resilience Under Repeated Hazards (7450)
Reilly A., Guikema S., Tonn G., Zhai C.

Stochastic modelling of multiple deterioration processes (7437)
Jia G., Gardoni P., Trejo D.

Probabilistic Computational Framework for Optimum Inspection Planning using Objective Reduction Approach: Application to Ship Structures under Fatigue (7145)
Kim S., Frangopol D.M.

Resilience Assessment of Historic Centres: Methodology and Applications (7423)
Bozza A., Asprone D., Parisi F., Mantredi G.

Probabilistic Performance Indicators for Structural Systems (7253)
Miao F., Ghosn M., Frangopol D.M.

OS02 - Infrastructure risk management and adaptation to changing climate conditions
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Probabilistic Analysis of Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation for Power Pole Networks (7263)
Ryan P., Stewart M.

Implications of Combined Infrastructure Concentration and Interdependency for Extreme Event Recovery (9224)
Zimmerman R.

The Impact of Climate Change on Bridge Scour Reliability (7150)
Kallias A.N., Imam B.
OS05 - Advances in simulation-based uncertainty quantification and reliability assessment
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

FEM based uncertainty quantification for computational models of fiber-reinforced composite materials (7314)
Bhaduri A., Graham-Brady L., Shields M.

Efficient Earthquake Loss Estimation by Cross-entropy-based Adaptive Importance Sampling (7420)
Choi B.S., Byun J., Song J.

Dynamic series system reliability estimation based on closed loop Girsanov's controls (7146)
Kanjilal O., Manohar C.

Multi-scale Sensitivity Analysis to Optimize the Bondline Performance of Composite-Metal Co-Cured Joints (7138)
TerMaath S., Crosby L., Heng B.

A Simulation-Based Approach for Localized Earthquake Early Warning (7129)
Saini A., Tien I.

Differential Impact of Input Parameter Uncertainties on the Seismic Fragility of Highway Bridge Components (7520)
Ghosh J., Padgett J.E., Dueñas-Osorio L.

Comparison of clustering strategies for the functional quantization of random functions (7248)
Fiorillo G., Christou V., Shojaeian A., Bocchini P., Buceta J., Miranda M.

Response variability of composite structures with mechanical properties derived from material microstructure (7312)
Stefanou G., Savvas D., Papadrakakis M.

Improved formulation of MaxiMin Criterion for Space-Filling Designs (8189)
Eliáš J., Vořechovský M.

Efficient sampling of non-Gaussian priors in high dimensions (7668)
Papaioannou I., Straub D.

OS06 - Theory and application of random functions in stochastic mechanics
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

A Predictive Stochastic Model for Simulation of Earthquake Ground Motions (7455)
Vlachos C., Papakonstantinou K., Deodatis G.

Estimation of material response maxima by extreme value theory and surrogate models (7246)
Grigoriu M.

Dynamical Model of Interacting Particles for the Construction of Audze-Eglajs Designs in a Periodic Space (8188)
Vořechovský M., Mašek J., Eliáš J.

Application of conditional random fields and sparse polynomial chaos expansions in structural reliability analysis (7257)
Schöbi R., Sudret B.

Life-Cycle Reliability Assessment of Deteriorating RC Bridge Girders Considering Spatial Variability (7116)
Fukushima H., Sakurai A., Akiyama M., Frangopol D.M.

OS07 - Uncertainty quantification for complex structures in dynamic environments
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Uncertainty and Reliability (7412)
Viertl R.
Use of copula theory in the long-term health monitoring for deteriorated bridges (7131)
Zhang Y., Kim C.

Seismic Reliability Analysis of Reinforced Concrete Bridge Pier (7325)
Ghosh S., Ghosh S., Chakraborty S.

Updating of Concrete Resistances: Proposal of an Alternative to the Brazilian Standard NBR 12655 Criteria Based on a Bayesian Approach (7567)
Reboucas Stucchi F., Hampshire C. Santos S.

Application of New Theorems on Ratio Statistics to Transmissibility Analysis in Modal Domain (7782)
Yan W., Yang L., Ren W.

Towards a Verified ODE Solver for GPU-Based Parameter Identification (7588)
Auer E., Kiel S., Rauh A.

**TS06 - Corrosion**
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Cost-Optimisation for Timber Façades Exposed to Rot Decay (7279)
Gradeci K., Baravalle M., Time B., Köhler J.

Structural assessment of an in-service steel viaduct using time variant reliability analysis (8106)
Li L., Mahmoodian M., Li C.

Modelling of deterioration processes in ship structures through Dynamic Bayesian Networks (7823)
Palencia O.G., Palos Teixeira A., Guedes Soares C.

A Performance-Based Design Method and Reliability Analysis for Concrete Bridges under Chloride Environment (7952)
Yang D., Yi T., Li H.

Structural capacity formulation of ageing infrastructure for projected climate effects (8082)
Micic T.

Study on Prediction of Structural Integrity for Existing Piers under Aged Deterioration Caused by Chloride Attack (8105)
Suzuki S., Mashiko R., Yoshida I.

**OS13 - The role of climate change on hurricanes, storm surges and coastal floods**
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Roles of temporal correlation and non-stationarity in hurricane process in damage assessment of residential buildings exposed to climate change (7690)
Wang C., Zhang H., Li Q., Ellingwood B.

Modeling to Project the Impact of Climate Change on Hurricane Hazard: Wind and Rain (6605)
Rosowsky D.

STORM-CoRe: A Coupled Model System for Hurricanes, Storm Surge and Coastal Flooding to Support Community Resilience Planning under Climate Change (6503)

Analysis of the effects of climate change on insurance against hurricanes (7321)
Contento A., Chhabra T., Gardoni P., Dierer S.

**TS16 - Concrete**
Tuesday, 8 August 2017

Probabilistic analysis of structural reliability for punching shear (8012)
Jung K., Markova J.

Comparison of Time-variant Reliability of Composite Beams and RC Beams in Chloride Environment (7847)
Wang Z., Chen J., Jin W., Zhao Y., Wang H., Zhang D., Xue W.

Efficient Optimum Mix Design Procedure for Rice Husk Ash Concrete considering Robustness and Parameter Uncertainty in Metamodelling Framework (8150)
Moulick K.K., Bhattacharjya S., Ghosh S.K.
Probabilistic Assessment of Serviceability of FRP-Reinforced Concrete Beams (8023)
Silva E., Ribeiro S., Diniz S.

Reliability Assessment of FRP-Confined Rectangular Concrete Columns (7353)
Gholami Shali M., Naderpour H.

A Bayesian approach to the use of in-situ specimen data for predicting creep compliance (9115)
Sousa H., Santos L., Chryssanthopoulos M.K.

Evaluation of the Damage Level of Open-Type Wharf by Earthquake Focusing on the Natural Frequency (8062)
Nagao T., Oda T.

Influence of strand arrangement on the reliability of prestressed concrete and serviceability limit state (8186)
Melhem M., Caprani C., Kueh D.Z.H.

Statistical and sensitivity analyses of prestressed concrete girders failing in shear (8167)
Novak D., Slowik O., Novák L., Strauss A., Lehký D.

Chloride ion ingress modelling and the reliability of concrete structures (8442)
Vořechovská D., Teply B., Šomodíková M.

Assessment of Service Life and CO2 emission due to Surface Treatment on Chloride-exposed Concrete Structures: Probabilistic Approach (7526)
Petcherdchoo A.

Application of a multi-level probabilistic framework for the risk-based robustness assessment of a RC frame structure (7881)
Drogné D., Botte W., Caspeele R., Taerwe L.

Probabilistic finite element analysis of reinforced concrete slab-column connections using the multiplicative dimensional reduction method (8067)
Balomenos G., Genikomsou A., Polak M.A., Pandey M.

Nonlinear probabilistic analysis of the safety of reinforced concrete emergency tank under extreme temperature (8310)
Králík J., Rosko P.

Probabilistic Model for Predicting Early Creep of Self-Consolidating Concrete Containing SCMs (8466)
Bai J., Carballo J., Carrillo R., Kim Y.H.

Evaluation of conformity criteria for reinforcing steel properties (7737)
Botte W., Veyt C., Caspeele R.

MS08 - Reliability of Geotechnical Structures
Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Effects of superstructure stiffness on the reliability of piled foundations on spatially variable soils (7780)
Leung A.Y.

Application of conditional random fields for the reliability assessment of slope stability (7726)
Depina I., Wolebo A.P.

Discussion on Imprecise Interval Approaches Applied to the Eurocode 7 Partial Factor Design (7688)
Marques S.

Tunnel convergences: Calibration with Bayesian methods and prediction of failure-times (7784)
Feng X., Jimenez R., Senent S., Zeng P.

Mobilization of Spatially Variable Shear Strength (7783)
Ching J., Hu Y., Tabarroki M.

Empirical Vulnerability Models for Estimating Fatalities in Large Earthquakes (9105)
Zhang L., He H.S.

Iterative Particle Filter for Bayesian Update of Model Parameters (7779)
Yoshida I., Shuku T.

Risk Evaluation of Earth Dam Breaches due to Heavy Rains with Use of Response Surface Method (7682)
Nishimura S., Mizuma K., Shuku T., Shibata T.

Resistance Factors Update and Preliminary Design of Bored Piles (8655)
Park J.H., Chung M.

Bayesian kriging for the mapping of sensitive clay (9092)
Liu Z., Lysdahl A., Nadim F., Bazin S., Kalsnes B.G., Lacasse S.
Characterization of statistical uncertainty in probabilistic model using bootstrap method for slope reliability analysis (6597)
Tang X., Li D., Cao Z.

Prediction on Uniaxial Compressive Strength of Rock: Bayesian Inference and Outlier Analysis (7801)
Mu H., Yuen K., Ng I.

Random field theory applied to the prediction of a pile bearing capacity and settlement measured at Araquari site (Brazil) (7754)
Vessia G., Amoroso S.

Model Statistics in Capacity Calculations of High Capacity Helical Piles in Cohesive Soils (7723)
Tang C., Phoon K.

**MS09 - Enhancing urban resilience under natural hazards**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Towards Resilience Modelling of Railway Networks – A Case Study on Shelby County, Tennessee (7033)
Misra S., Padgett J.E.

Multi-layer heterogeneous network model for interdependent infrastructure systems (7126)
Guidotti R., Cardoni P., Chen Y.

Generalized Probabilistic Restoration Prediction (7247)
Karamlou A., Ma L., Sun W., Bocchini P.

Optimizing the Resilience of Infrastructure Systems under Uncertainty using the Interdependent Network Design Problem (6909)

Performance-based Tsunami Engineering for Community Resilience (6873)
Goda K., De Risi R.

The Science Behind Community Resilience Assessment: An Overview of the Center for Risk-based Community Resilience Planning (6998)
Ellingwood B., van de Lindt J., McAllister T.

Modelling cascading failures in lifelines using temporal networks (7786)
Cimellaro G.P., Cardoni A., Mahin S.

Flood Loss and Recovery Models for Residential Housing Stock: A Case Study of the 2013 Boulder, Colorado Floods (7262)
Deniz D., Ellingwood B., Liel A., Dashti S.

A Simulation-based Model for Post-disaster Functionality Recovery of Community Building Portfolios (7429)
Lin P., Wang N.

Evaluating the role of transportation system in community resilience assessment (6700)
Feng K., Hou G., Li Q.

Uncertainty Quantification in the Design of Earthquake Catastrophe Bonds (7517)
Radu A., Poliquin B., Goda K., Grigoriu M.

Effects of Constructing Utility Tunnels on Interdependent Critical Infrastructure Resilience to Malicious Attacks (8465)
Ouyang m., Xu M., Hong L.

Application of Modified Kriging Method to Estimations of Earthquake Ground Motion Intensity at Construction Sites (7405)
Mizutani Y., Sugai M., Mori Y.

**OS10 - Bayesian networks and decision graphs for engineering risk analysis**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Learning Markov Blankets - Extending on a MAP Criterion for Bayesian Network Learning (7336)
Vogel K.

Robustness of a hybrid simulation-based/Bayesian approach for the risk assessment of a real-world road network (7228)
Gehl P., Cavalieri F., Franchin P., Negulescu C.

A Dynamic Bayesian Network for Capability-Based Risk and Resilience Analysis (7119)
Tabandeh A., Gardoni P., Murphy C., Myers N.
Probabilistic System Identification of Structures Using Bayesian Network and Sampling-based Inference Algorithm (7421)
  Lee S., Song J.

Spatially distributed non-stationary seismic hazard (7697)
  Wang P., Small M., Harbert W., Pozzi M.

Modeling Interdependent Critical Infrastructure Systems Using Bayesian Networks (7128)
  Johansen C., Tien I.

Integrating disparate information sources for equilibrium climate sensitivity with NPBNs (7227)
  Hanea A., Nane T., Cooke R.

Enhancing sampling-based inference in hybrid BNs for reliability assessment (7608)
  Zwirglmaier K., Papaioannou I., Straub D.

Bayesian Dynamic Linear Models - A generic framework for Structural Health Monitoring (7610)
  Goulet J.

**TS05 - Bayesian Methods**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

An Adaptive Kriging Meta-Model for Bayesian Finite Element Model Updating (7381)
  Jensen H., Esse C., Papadimitriou C., Valdebenito M.

Bayesian Analysis for Corroding Energy Pipelines (8130)
  Pesinis K., Tee K.F.

Online Bayesian system identification of time-varying spatially-sparse structural stiffness (8131)
  Huang Y., Beck J.

Hierarchical Bayesian wind load models for reliability assessment and calibration of standards (7259)
  Botha J., Retief J., Viljoen C.

Bayesian Time-Domain Model Updating Considering Correlation of Prediction Errors (8151)
  Katafygiotis L., Sedehi O., Rottoei F.

**TS09 - Theoretical Developments**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Markov Chain Methods for Reliability Estimation (7744)
  Proppe C.

Operational approach to assessment of existing structures (7722)
  Holicky M.

General Theory of Uncertainty Quantification in Presence of with Real, Limited Data via Super-Ellipsoidal Calculus (9193)
  Elishakoff I., Daphnis A., Domain R., Delbecq D.

Improve ment of structural design by consideration of time and spatial varying uncertain results (7346)
  Götz M., Graf W., Kaliske M.

A Theoretical Alternative Implementation of the Hermite Moment Model to Overcome Its Monotone Limitation (8142)
  Zhang X., Zhao Y., Lu Z.

Numerical Simulation of Wooden Structures with Polymorphic Uncertain Data (7477)
  Kaliske M., Jenkel C., Leichsenring F., Graf W.

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Model of Inelastic Oscillator based on Semi-theoretical Solutions of First Passage Problem (7324)
  Furukawa T., Mori Y., Imaizumi S.

Stationary Response and Crossing Rate of Linear Systems Subjected to Non-Gaussian Random Excitation (7541)
  Tsuchida T., Kimura K.

Space and time interaction modeling of earthquake rupture occurrence (8123)
  Ceferino L., Kiremidjian A., Deierlein G.

New interpretation of maximum corrosion pit depths and implications for extreme value representation (7902)
  Melchers R., Ahammed M.
Failure probability assessment of light steel roof systems exposed to extreme wind hazards (7905)
   Bai F., Yang N., Liu M., Zhang H.

Probabilistic Characterization of Defects and Elastic Modulus in Cross Laminated Timber Lam Stock (7755)
   Arwade S., Clouston P., Kaboli H., O'Donnell F.

Third-moment method for computing load and resistance factors without iteration (7995)
   Zhao Y., Wang J., Lu Z.

**TS13 - Fracture**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Efficient Automated Fracture Risk Assessment of 3D Gas Turbine Engine Components (7869)
   Enright M., Moody J., Sobotka J.

Fatigue failure risk analysis based on failure assessment diagram (7528)
   Namindome G., Martha de Souza G.F.

A Bayesian Approach for Deriving Paris Law Parameters from S-N Curve Data (8008)
   Ramachandra Prabhu S., Lee Y.J.

Uncertainty quantification and calibration of a modified fracture mechanics model for reliability-based inspection planning (8120)
   Zou G., Banisoleiman K., Gonzalez A.

Safety Assessment of Patient Specific Proximal Femur Considering Material Uncertainty (8139)
   Jain A., Gupta S.K., Ahmad S., Sriman K.

Size Effect in Asphalt Mixture at Low Temperature (8210)
   Cannone Falchetto A., Wang D., Wistuba M.

**TS14 - Resilience**

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

Stage-wised Resilience Planning for Transportation Networks (7932)
   Zhang W., Wang N., Nicholson C., Hadikhan Tehran M.

Risk-Informed and Defense-in-Depth Based Safety Management Framework for Critical Facilities Subject to External Hazards (8147)
   Takada T., Itoi T., Miyano H., Kameda H.

Critical infrastructure operators, risk communication and community resilience (7742)
   Petersen L., Fallou L., Reilly P., Serafinelli E.

Probabilistic Seismic Resilience Analysis of an Electric Power Supply System using the Re-CoDes Resilience Quantification Framework (8249)
   Didier M., Esposito S., Stojadinovic B.

Statistical simulation for mitigate risk caused by Tokai and Tonankai coupled earthquake (7667)
   NARUSE K., Sugai M., Mizutani Y., Mori Y.

A FORM based inverse reliability analysis using BFGS formula (7807)
   Ramesh R.B., Kang W.H.

A Comparison of Critical infrastructure Resilience Quantification Techniques (8211)
   Astaraie - Imani M., Hajializadeh D.

Restoration time of infrastructures following earthquakes (8154)
   kammouh o., Cimellaro G.P.

A Probabilistic Model for Fire Following Earthquake Loss Estimations in the United States and Canada (8179)
   Gobbato M., Bisadi V., Nayyar U., Shome N.

Community seismic resilience for Bucharest, Romania: Public survey results (8070)
   Calotescu I., Pavel F., Vacareanu R.

Network Model to Assess the Probability of Fuel Shortage Due to Earthquakes in Coastal Khanmohammadia (8122)
   Costa R., Haukaas T., Chang S., Dowlatabadi H.

Resilient infrastructures for resilient communities (8406)
   Lange D., Honfi D.
Reliability analysis of the corrugated web I girder under corrosion or fire by the Stochastic Finite Element Method and SORM (8132)
Sokołowski D., Kamiński M.

Retrofitting Building Portfolios to Achieve Community Resilience Goals under Tornado Hazard (7870)
Wang Y., Wang N.

A Framework to Evaluate the Seismic Resilience of Hospitals (8439)
Khanmohammadi S., Kashani H.

Improving Urban Seismic Resilience through Vibrating Barriers (8144)
Coronado Jimenez J.D., Lomurno R., Tombari A., Cacciola P.

Resilience-Based Framework of Engineered Systems for Continuous Safety Improvement (8077)
Aoki M., Itoi T., Sekimura N.

TS17 - Inspection

Wednesday, 9 August 2017

A Combined Passive-Active Sensing Approach for Structural Health Monitoring Applications (8193)
Nasrollahi A., Deng W., Ma Z., Rizzo P.

Vision based structural monitoring using laser speckle imaging and GPU parallel computing (7878)
Park K.T., Torbol M.

Simulating the service life performance of an inspected group of jacket-type structures (8005)
Schneider R., Thöns S., Rogge A.

Towards an optimum monitoring period for action effects on bridges (8187)
Caprani C.

The applicability of reliability-based inspection planning for steel bridges based on fatigue crack detection (7943)
Leander J., Selén E.

Stochastic Interpolation of Damage States in Tunnel Lining Concrete (7852)
Maruyama O., Sutoh A., Kanekiyo H., Satoh T., Dan H.

Structural damage quantification based on AR model for earthquake response and particle swarm optimization (8788)
Nomura Y., Yamagiwa N., Izuno K., Furuta H.

Structural Monitoring to Support Decision-Making on the Vertical Lift Bridge (7988)
Bell E., Mashayekhizadeh M., Adams T., Nash T.

Latent Variable Model and its Application in Operational Modal Analysis (8025)
Li B., Der Kiureghian A.

Spatial Distribution of Deterioration of Airport Runway (7850)
Tasaki Y., Yoshida I.

A Reverse-time F-K Migration Method for Passive Monitoring of Damages in Plate-like Structures (7849)
Yan G., Zhou L.

SHM strategy optimization and structural maintenance planning based on Bayesian joint modelling (8032)
Xing C., Caspeele R., Taerwe L.

Monitoring-Based Analysis of Three Dimensional Thermal Gradients for Arch Bridge Girders (8016)
Zhou G., Yi T., Yang D.

Structural utilization assessment considering the uncertainty of monitoring-based damage identification (7996)
Ralbovsky M., Lachinger S.

Reliability-Based Framework for Health Assessment of Link Plate Assemblies using Long-Term Bridge Monitoring Data (8164)
Flanigan K., O’Connor S., Lynch J., Ettouney M.

MS01 - Probabilistic and statistical methodologies for uncertainty quantification in computational sciences and engineering

Thursday, 10 August 2017

Guiding model improvement in dynamic substructuring: sensitivity analysis and nonparametric probabilistic modeling approach (7835)
Arnst M.
Sample based tensor approximation method with adapted parametrization for random dynamic response (7670)
Chevreuil M., Grelier E., Nouy A.

Seismic Assessment of Algerian Bridge (7474)
Kehila F., Remki M.

Inverse identification of mechanical parameters of high-speed train suspensions submitted to random track irregularities (8035)
Lebel D., Soize C., Fünfschilling C., Perrin G.

A Parametric Study of the Response of Buildings to Ground Vibration with Uncertain Local Subsoil Conditions (7425)
Papadopoulos M., Francois S., Degrande G., Lombaert G.

MS07 - Global reliability of engineering structures and systems under disastrous dynamic actions
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Random Field Modeling of Soil Deposit Properties (7987)
Yue Q., Ang A.H., Spanos P.D.

Reliability Analysis of Vibration Serviceability for structures Subjected to Walking Loads (7802)
Jia Y., Yang N.

Simulation of Stochastic Wind Field by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Random Function Approach (7931)
Liu Z., Liu Z.

Quantifying the Interaction of Earthquake Hazards for Steel MRF Structures (7115)
Gu J.

MCS for Structural Reliability Assessment including Correlated Random Variables Based on Third-Moment Transformation (7957)
Cai C., Zhao Y., Lu Z.

Reliability of Concrete Frame Structures under Earthquakes (7719)
Yang J., Chen J., Li J.

Global Reliability and Sensitivity Analysis of Structures Using MLS-SVM (7956)
Lu D., Song Y., Li G.

Evaluation of Interpolation-Enhanced Schemes in the Unconditional Simulation of Wind Field (7939)
Wang H., Tao T., Yao C.

Safety Assessment of High Roller Compacted Concrete Arch Dam with Shaking Table Tests (7927)
Zhou J., Zhu T., Zhang K., Zhang Y., Feng X.

MS10 - Value of information in structural health monitoring
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Resilience of systems by value of information and SHM (7409)
Miraglia S., Faber M.H., Thöns S., Stewart M.

Connecting uncertainty law with Cramer Rao bound (9098)
Au S., Li B.

On decision analysis about proof loading with inference to untested components (7448)
Brüské H., Thöns S.

Decision support system for bridge management based on expected utility theory and Bayesian probability (7752)
Tonelli D., Cappello C., Bolognani D., Verzobio A., Zonta D., Costa C.

Value of information: A roadmap to quantifying the benefit of structural health monitoring (7452)
Straub D., Chatzi E., Bismut E., Courage W., Döhler M., Faber M.H., Köhler J., Lombaert G., Omenzetter P., Pozzi M., Thöns S., Val D., Zonta D.

Quality and Quantity of Measured Information in Structural Health Monitoring (7530)
Al-Hussein A., Haldar A.

Negative value of information in systems’ maintenance (7695)
Pozzi M., Malings C., Minca A.
OS09 - Decision making under uncertainty
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Solving Bayesian multi-parameter estimation problems using the mechanical equivalent of logical inference (7757)
   Bolognani D., Verzobio A., Cappello C., Tonelli D., Zonta D.

Optimal prioritization of inspections in structural systems considering component interactions and interdependence (7417)
   Bismut E., Luque J., Straub D.

Optimal maintenance and inspection planning for structural components under mixed and partial observability (7380)
   Papakonstantinou K., Memarzadeh M.

Assessing Structural Reliability Under Uncertainty of Changing Environmental Conditions (7135)
   Saini A., Tien I.

A sequential decision making prospective on resilience (7696)
   Pozzi M., Memarzadeh M.

Railway Bridge Health Monitoring using Train Load Induced Vibrations (7676)
   George R., Gupta A., Posey J., Mukhopadhyay S., Mishra S.K.

A Discontinuous "D" Variant for Identification of non-smooth systems (7663)
   Chatzis M., Chatzi E.

TS12 - Environmental Loads
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Probabilistic Tsunami Fragility Assessment Considering the Tsunami Pressure Fluctuations and Model Uncertainties (7557)
   Nanami K., Sthapit S., Akiyama M., Frangopol D.M., Koshimura S.

Formulation of Reliability Analysis of Deteriorating Structures under a Stochastic Shock Load Process (7925)
   Manzana D., van der Weide J., Pandey M.

Snow Load on Structures under Changing Climate Conditions (8135)
   Croce P., Formichi P., Friedman N., Landi F., Marsili F.

Structural Reliability for Snow Load in Climate Change – Case Study in Japan – (7841)
   Takahashi T.
TS15 - Random Processes
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Dynamic reliability analysis of guyed transmission towers based on probability density evolution method (7961)
Liu R., Fan W., Li Z., Deng P., Ang A.H.

Point process-based approaches for the reliability analysis of systems with multiple failure modes (8436)
Defaux G., Perrin G., Walter C.

Estimation of road infrastructure (bridge and tunnel) deterioration model in cold region (7733)
Sutoh A., Kanekiyi H., Maruyama O., Sato T., Dan H.

Structural dynamic reliability analysis based on adaptive moment method (7965)
Zhou Q., Fan W., Li Z.

Assessing the parameters of a stochastic HIL model (8473)
Casciati F., Casciati S., Faravelli L.

Response of viscoelastic discontinuous beams to random loads in time and frequency domain (7855)
Burlon A., Failla G., Arena F.

Dhanvijay S., Manohar C.

An improved hardening response model for first passage probability of hardening non-Gaussian processes (7990)
Zhang L., Lu Z., Zhao Y.

TS18 - Pipelines
Thursday, 10 August 2017

Geomechanical behaviour of large diameter pressure water pipelines in unidimensional heterogeneous soils (8066)
Yáñez-Godoy H., Elachachi S.M., Darwich G.

Service Life Prediction of Underground Cast Iron Pipes Subjected to Pitting Corrosion (8098)
Wang W., Robert D., Fu G., Zhou A., Li C.

Seismic Reliability Analysis of Buried Pipes Using Probability Density Evolution Method (7920)
Liu W., Li Z.

Assessment of Rigid Pipe-Joint Reliability and Effects of Soil Variability and Load Distribution on Joint Openings (8133)
Darwich G., Elachachi S.M., Yáñez-Godoy H.
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